Intelligent Design vs. Evolution

(By Joshuah DePaola)
Real science is observation, repeated testing, resulting in the same outcome every time. Real Science is called Empirical Science which
produces Scientific Facts. Fake Science or Pseudo-Science is based upon opinions, not facts. Pseudo-Science is also called Consensus
Science where the opinions of many are believed to be true, despite the lack of scientific facts to prove their consensus based
opinions. Within the Science community, we have 2-competing models represented and 2-competing schools of thought among
Scientists; And those 2 are: Evolution and Intelligent Design. (various articles read at: www.icr.org)
Evolution has never been observed, tested and has no scientific results that would prove Evolution to be a scientific fact. Evolution is
therefore, one such Theory that is based upon Consensus Science. Evolution is not called the Scientific Facts of Evolution, but it is
called the THEORY of Evolution. Evolution is a very poor THEORY based upon Consensus Science and not based upon Empirical
Science. Intelligent Design, on the other hand is based upon Empirical Science. Creation Scientists believe in Intelligent Design because
scientific evidence has been discovered that strongly points to Intelligence, Design, Purpose and Order. Some of these scientific facts
discovered, which prove Intelligent Design are: The Law of Gravity; The Law of Processes; The 2nd Law of Thermo-Dynamics; The Law
of Cause and Effect; The Law of Motion and much, much more! (various articles read at: www.icr.org)
Although scientists have never seen an Intelligent Designer, they believe one exists, because of the complex Design and Order of our
universe. For example: The scientific study of the material world reveals Intelligence and Design. There are many scientifically proven
things we believe in, without seeing them with our eyes, but know that they exist, like: The wind, atoms, electricity, radio and
television waves. Also, without seeing or knowing the Painter of a Painting, we believe there was a painter, simply because a painting
exists. Paintings are proof that there was a painter. The same Scientific theory applies with buildings. We need not see or know the
Builder to know that a Builder of the Building exists. The building is proof enough, because it reveals Intelligent Design, Purpose & Order.
Likewise, when we see the complex Intelligent Designs of Creation, like the Human Brain, Eye, Cell and DNA, we do not have to see or
know the Intelligent Designer to know that He exists; we believe an Intelligent Designer exists, because Scientific Facts produced from
Empirical Scientific Research, reveals that Intelligence and Design exists. Yet, Consensus Science would have us believe that all of the
Intelligent Complex creatures and designs that we observe on a daily basis, has evolved after a Big-Bang, which produced Order,
complex Design and Intelligence, over long periods of time, from nothing, yet nothing cannot produce something. In response to that
poor Theory of Evolution, I would ask: Did the Painter blow-up a bunch of Paint, Canvases, Oils, Wood, Nails and other items that
later evolved into the Mona-Lisa Painting? … Or did an Intelligent Painter use Paint, Canvases, Oils, Wood, Nails and other items to
INTELLIGENTLY DESIGN the Mona-Lisa Painting? … Did Evolution cause the Empire State Building to evolve into a complex work of
Engineering? … Or did an Intelligent Engineer mold, form, fashion and build the Empire State Building into complex works of
Engineering? If a Painter Painted the Mona-Lisa and a Builder engineered the Building, then the Creator created the universe, painted
every sunset and built every atom. Why is that believable? Because we see Design, Purpose and Order in everything that Empirical
Scientist have observed, tested and recorded, to date! Intelligent Design is Scientific Fact and Evolution is fairy-tale opinion.
Finally, Empirical Scientific Facts and Research Data, agree with the Bible, which says:
Genesis 1:1 - In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth.
Psalm 19:1-2 - The heavens are declaring the glory of God, and their expanse shows the work of his hands.
Day after day pours forth speech; and night after night reveals knowledge.
Romans 1:20 - For the invisible things of him, since the creation of the world are clearly observed and being
understood, through the things that are made, even his eternal power & Godhead; that men are without excuse.
* * (All info within this paper, was obtained from Institute For Creation Research at: www.icr.org) * *

